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Chapterr 4 

Spatiall  discretization of the 
fieldd equations 

4.11 Introduction 

Inn the present chapter a meshfree method is presented for solving time-discrete diffu-
sionn equations. This method is meant to be used for the simulation of certain models 
usedd in brain research. Such models describe mechanisms behind the development of 
thee nervous system and in part icular the formation of the connections between the 
nervee cells [21]. The resulting equations are constituted by two systems. One of the 
systemss is a set of diffusion equations for certain chemicals {attractants and repel-
lents)) that is coupled to the other system which consists of nonlinear ODEs describing 
thee growth of the connection forming structure's, i.e.. axons. The diffusion equations 
containn moving sources which are small compared to the domain and their strength 
andd movement may depend on the solution of the ODEs. The nonlinear ODEs de-
pendd on the solutions of the diffusion equations, and gradients thereof, evaluated 
alongg solution paths in the space domain. 

Forr the sake of clarity, we consider an example consisting of one diffusion equation 
andd one ODE ([28]. Chapter 2). 

^ - / , (x.. t) = (<IA - K)p(x.t) + 5 (x - r„ ) + S(x - r(f)) . 
at at 

^r(t)^r(t) = Vp(r(t).t). 
(It (It 

wheree p is some concentration. S is a source1 profile with compact support, and ro 
andd r(7) are two source locations of which r(7) moves in the direction of higher con-
centrationss of p. A first-order discretization in time of this model, where the ODE is 
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handledd explicitly and the diffusion equation implicitly, is 

( ll  - St{dA - K)) /> ' ! + 1 (X) = p"(x) + <ft(<>'(x - r0J + S(x - rn+l)). 

rnn + i = r « + d - ^ V p " ( r " ) V 

wheree the superscripts n and n -f 1 denote different time levels and öt is the size of a 
timee step. Clearly, we have to solve in every time step an elliptic equation and this 
stepp will comprise the majority of the work. Time discretizations of Runge-Kutta 
typee will require the calculation of several of such equations per time step. 

Thiss chapter is focused on the numerical solution of these elliptic equations. The 
combinedd challenges of small, moving sources and flexible domain geometry suggests 
thee use of a meshfree approach. The basic idea behind meshfree methods is to work 
withh an arbitrary set of nodes instead of a grid. While this makes it easy to handle 
refinementt and flexible domain geometries, function approximation and solvability of 
resultingg systems become more complicated. 

Inn most meshfree methods solving elliptic equations starts with the definition of 
ann approximation space in which a best approximation of the solution is sought. This 
spacee is defined by selecting a set of basis functions, which in all cases forms a partition 
off  unity to guarantee at least first-order approximation. While in finite element 
methodss the basis functions are chosen with respect to a partition of the domain, 
meshfreee methods form a basis by assigning functions with compact supports to each 
nodee of an arbitrary node set. Here the function's supports have to cover the whole 
domain,, while the overlap has to be minimal so that the resulting linear equation 
systemss become as sparse as possible. More on meshfree methods can be found in the 
overvieww articles [4, 12, 33]. 

Inn the method developed in this chapter the approximation space is not defined 
throughh a set of basis functions but as the image of a linear map. This map assigns 
too every combination of function values on the nodes a piecewise smooth function on 
thee domain by using a least squares approximation locally. In this way the function 
valuess on the nodes parametrize the approximation space that will be used in a 
Galerkinn procedure. Because the approximating functions are piecewise multinomials 
thee integrals in the resulting matrices can be evaluated exactly. This is in contrast to 
methodss like DEM [36] and EFG [5] or variants thereof, where a quadrature rule is 
neededd because of the use of moving least squares interpolants. 

AA Voronoi diagram [7. 11] based on the nodes is used for finding neighboring 
nodess and for glueing local approximations together to form a global approximation. 
Somee other meshfree methods that use Voronoi diagrams (or the related Delaunay 
triangulations)) are the Natural Element Method [47] and the Meshless Finite Element 
Methodd [27]. Both methods, however, use an approximation space constructed by 
choosingg a set of basis functions. 

Forr the construction of suitable node sets different techniques are available, see for 
examplee [34. 6]. Here an algorithm is presented that makes use of Voronoi diagrams 
andd shifting nodes to 'regularize" node sets. 
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Thee contents of the chapter is as follows. We start in Section 4.2 with meshfree 
functionn approxiination based on a local least squares approximation. This is followed 
byy a description of the discretization of the equation in Section 4.3. In Section 4.4 
moree practical considerations concerning the computat ion of the discretization are 
discussed.. A way for dealing with different domains and refinement in a meshfree 
contextt is examined in Section 4.5. followed by Section 4.6 with a numerical test 
example.. Finally. Section 4.7 summarizes the chapter. 

4.22 Meshfree function approximation 

Thiss section deals with the meshfree function approximation used in the discretization 
off  the equation. We wall start with a description of local least squares approximation, 
examinee its convergence and use it for a global approximation. 

4.2.11 Local least squares approximation 

Givenn a function ƒ: R2 —» M. and some node set {x () + //Xi x0 + hxn}. we want 
too approximate the function in the disc with center x0 and radius h > 0. using the 
valuess {/(x 0 + hxi) f(x0 + hxn)}. We choose the approximant to be a linear 
combinationn of multinomials which are maximal of second order, i.e.. 

pphh(x)(x) = a -b (x) with b(x) = (1 x y x2 xy y2)T. (4.1) 

wheree x — (x, y) and a € Rb is determined by minimizing 

Y,Y, | / ( x 0 + hxi) - ,/'{x0 + hxi)\2 . (4.2) 

Fromm now on we wil l assume that x0 = 0. A particular choice of x0 wil l not influ-
encee any approximation properties, because a translation in the domain of the least 
squaress problem can be viewed as a linear change of basis functions, meaning that 
thee approximation is in the same function space. 

Iff  we define 

B{h)B{h) = b(/iX] 

7(/»x x 
b(/ jxH )JJ and ¥{h) = 

substitutionn of (4.1) into (4.2). wil l result in 

aaTT{D(h)B(h){D(h)B(h)TT)a)a - 2aTB(h)F(h) + F(h)TF(h). (4.3) 

whichh has to be1 minimized over a. The 6 x 6 matrix B{h)B(h)1 is positive semi-
definitee and positive definite if det (B(h)B(h)1) ^ 0. In the latter case a unique 
minimumm exists that is determined by 

{B{h)B(h){B{h)B(h)TT)oc)oc = B(h)Y{h). (4.4) 
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Thee entries of the matrix B{h)B{h)T can be written as 

(B(h)B(h)(B(h)B(h)TT))LjLj = Y,bi(hxk)bj(hxk). (4.5) 
A= l l 

Ill-conditionin g g 

Forr finding the local approximation we have to solve equation (4.4). It turns out 
thatt for small h the matrix B(h)B(h)r is ill-conditioned for all sets {x i x„} . To 
obtainn a rough lower bound for the condition number we can use the fact that the 
diagonall  elements of a symmetric matrix are bounded by the smallest and largest 
eigenvalue,, which can be easily deduced using the interlacing eigenvalues theorem for 
borderedbordered matrices [24]. 

Thee (l.l)-entry of B(h)B(h)T is equal to £ " = 1 1 = //. while we also have, by 
usingg (4.5) and considering the diagonal elements (B(h)B(h)1),.,. / — 4.5.6. 

4A l l l lD <ft'èl*jl 4S»ftW|* J l 44 =* p—* < £ ^ . (4.G) 
**  J 'I maxj x, An,,„ 

JJ = l 

Thereforee cond(B(h)B(h)T) > O (h~4) and direct calculation of the approximation 
couldd be an error-prone procedure. A more stable way of calculating the approxima-
tionn is to use scaled basis functions 6;(x) = öy(^x). i = 1 6. Then the matrices 
inn equation (4.4) become independent of h and the ill-conditioning for small h will 
disappear. . 

4.2.22 Convergence propert ies 

Too examine the convergence order of such an approximation, we will assume from now 
onn that all points {x i xr i}  are situated in the unit circle, that at least for one 
pointt ||x,||2 = 1, and that the resulting matrix B{\)B(\)T is invertible. An example 
configurationn of points is shown in Figure 4.1. For an arbitrary point x in the unit 
circlee we will examine now \ph{hx) — f(hx)\. 

Firstt we define S(h) = diag (l . h. h. ti2. h2. h2) and B = B(l). so that we can write 
b(/j.x)) = S(h)h(x) and B(h) = S(h)B. Using this we have from (4.4) 

S(h)(BBS(h)(BBTT)S(h)a(h))S(h)a(h) = S{h)BF{h) =>  S(h)a(h) = (BBT)~lBF(h) 

andd the approximation ph(lix) can be written as 

ppbb(hx)(hx) = a(h)  h(hx) = b(x)TS(h)a(h) = b(x)T(BBT)~] BF(h). 

Forr the difference ph(hx) - f(hx) a Taylor series expansion can be written down by 
makingg Taylor series of F(//) and f{hx). It turns out that the lower order coefficients 
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Figuree 4.1: Example configuration of points and the related circle. 

cancell  out due to the following equalities. 

' £ / ( 0 ) ( x , )\ \ 
== 1. v r == A/(0)(x) . 

(4.7) ) 
\lj\lj  \Df(0){xn)/ 

/ o 2 / ( 0 ) ( x , .X l ) \ \ 

v TT \ =JD
2/ (0) (x .x). 

\D\D22f(0)(xf(0)(xnn,x,xnn)J )J 

wheree v is defined by v r = b(x)T(BBT)~lB. Here we used the rn-th order Fréchet 
derivativee D">  (f)(0): (R2)m ^ K of ƒ at 0 which is a multi-linear operator and 
definedd by 

£>"7(0)(VV rj'")=  (flfafa+rt&yjnz) 

Eachh of these equations can be associated with a least squares approximation prob-
lemm that has an exact solution because the approximated function is a low order 
multinomial. . 

Itt follows that 
PPhh(hx)(hx) = /(/ ix ) + 3 + 0(/* 4) 

with h 
'D 3 / (0 ) (x i . x , . x i ) ) 

CC = b(x)J (BB1) B D 3/ (0) (x .x .x).. (4.8) 

D 3/ (0) (x„ .x„ .x„ . . 

Forr arbitrary z e M2 with |z| < 1. we have ||b{z)||2 < \/6||b(z)|j,c < ^6 and 

Z>3/(0)(z.z.z)) = {zldl+z2d2ff(zl.z2' 
^0.^= 0 0 

< 88 max \di0jdkf({i)\. 
i.j.k—li.j.k—l .2 
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which,, because |x|. |xi| |xr i | < 1. yield together 

\C\\C\ < (48r>\\(BBT)-1\\-K + 8) max \didjdkf(0)\. 
i,j.k=l.2 i,j.k=l.2 

Forr a real square mxm-matrix A we havee the inequality of Hadamard [51] which states 
that.. |det(v4)| < ( m + l ) ^ '+ 1 ^ 2 / 2m - Applying the general expression for matrix 
inversess using cofactors on BBT gives 

T \ - l l ((BBT'hj ((BBT'hj 
1 1 

det(BBdet(BBT T i-\y^det{BBi-\y^det{BBTT\j,i}). \j,i}). 

wheree BBT[i.j]  is a matrix BBT with row i and column j deleted. One can now 
estimate e 

81 1 'BB 'BB T\-\ T\-\ < < T T 

\\ n 

whichh by denoting D(0:h) — {|x| < 1}. results finally in 

sup p l/(x ) ) / (x) || < 
324 4 

 BBT) ++ i maxx \didjdkf{0)\h' 
i.j,k=\.2 i.j,k=\.2 

(4.9) ) 

forr h small enough. 
Thereforee we can state that for node sets in the domain of which the subsets 

usedd for local approximation can be enclosed in circles of radius h and for which all 
det(-.B£?T)) are bounded from below by some constant, the approximation is of third 
order.. These used subsets we will call the local node sets. 

Onn the other hand, for arbitrary local node sets, det(^BBT) can be arbitrary 
closee to zero, making the third order constant larger, possibly resulting in a bad 
approximation.. Because the idea of meshfree methods is to start with arbitrary node 
sets,, we will after choosing subsets of the global node set. test their approximation 
abilityy by evaluating det(-BBT). For determinant values too small we will add more 
pointss from the global node set. repeating this procedure until the determinant is 
abovee the required constant. 

Derivat ivee approximat ion 

Forr the approximation of derivatives we expect similar behavior with one order lower 
accuracy,, i.e.. second order. To examine how well the derivatives are approximated, 
wee define the matrices Di , D2 e M6x6 by 

£>ii  = 

/00 0 0 0 0 0\ 
11 0 Ü 0 Ü 0 
00 0 0 0 0 0 
00 2 0 0 0 0 
00 0 1 0 0 0 

\o\o 0 0 0 0 0/ 

andd D'2 = 

/ oo 0 0 0 0 0\ 
00 0 0 0 0 0 
1 00 0 0 0 0 
00 0 0 0 0 0 
00 1 0 0 0 0 

\ 00 0 2 0 0 0/ 
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Thesee represent the actions of the partial derivatives with respect to the basis func-
tionss b\ ba in such a way that for functions g: M.2 —  R that are arbitrary linear 
combinationss of the basis functions g{x.) — a  b(x) we have 

6>,r/(x)) = a  Dfb(x) (>'=l-2). 

Withh respect to the matrix S(h) these matrices obey DtS(h) = £S(/?)D,-. This is a 
directt consequence of the fact that for arbitrary functions ƒ: R —> R with f(hx) — 
/;'7(-00 for some constant p. it follows that Df(hx) = hP~lDf(x). 

Forr the approximation of the z'-th partial derivative we can write now 

ddiPiP
hh{hx.){hx.) = a{h)  D i b ( k ) = Djb{x)T} }S(h)a{h) = Dfb{x)T (BBT)~1 B^F(h). 

Differentiatingg the equations (4.7) gives 

DD i TT ,.T 

DD i 7\T 7\T 

' 1 \\ (Df(0)(xlr 

:: = ^ 1 = 0. Z ^ r r : = _ D / ( 0 ) ( x) = Ö,/(0). 

VV "  \Af(o)(x H: ' 
Z > 2 / ( 0 ) ( X ! , X , ) \ \ 

/> 2 / (0) (x„ .x n ) / / 
7 ^ D 2 / ( 0 ) ( x . x)) = 2D(^/) (0)(x) 

whichh again leads to vanishing coefficients in the Taylor series expansion of 
djpdjphh(h-x.)(h-x.) - dif(hx). resulting in 

ddiPiP
hh{hx){hx) = dif(hx) + \C'h2 + O (h3) 

with h 

/D-V(0)(x1.x1.x1)\ \ 
CCff

ii=DTb(=DTb(xx))
TT{BB{BBTT)~)~llB\B\ : - D3/ (0 ) (x ,x .x ). (4.10) 

\ D 3 / ( 0 ) ( xn . x , , x „ ) / / 

AA similar estimation as in the non-derivative case yields for h small enough 

supp \diP
h(x)-dif(x)\< (—-^—- +  max \didjdkf(0)\h2. (4.11) 

4.2.33 Quality of local node sets 

Abovee it was stated that we use det(^BBT) of a local node set as a measure of the 
approximationn quality. In this paragraph we want to investigate this further. 

Inn the calculation of the determinant a circle of radius h was used which contains 
alll  nodes of the local node set with the restriction that at least one of the nodes is 
onn the circle. The convergence results (4.9) and (4.11) then hold for arbitrary points 
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inn the circle. In most cases the area in which we use the approximation is actually 
muchh smaller than the circle (e.g. a Voronoi til e containing the central node. See 
Figuree 4.2) and probably somewhere in the middle of it . This means that there are 
manyy possibilities for choosing such a circle, as is i l lustrated in Figure 4.2. Here, a 
locall  node set is shown together with a polygonal area in which we are interested. 
Thee three circles, having radii 0.97 (solid circle). 1.00 and 1.10. respectively, are all 
suitablee choices. 

Figuree 4.2: Three possible choices for the circle 

Becausee the approximation is independent of the choice of the circle, we want the 
qualityy measure of the local node set to be also independent of this choice, which 
meanss that we have to make a particular choice. Before showing what a good choice 
iss we wil l examine how det(-BBq ) responds to translations, rotations and scaling of 
thee local node set. For this we introduce a translation vector v £ R2. an orthogonal 
rotationn matrix Q G M' i x 2 and some real scaling constant r > 0. If we compare now 

det{^BBdet{^BBTT)) for a node set {x , } . i = 1 /; with det(^BBT), where B is made out 
off  vectors h(rQx, + v) instead of vectors b(x ,) as with B. then it can be shown that 

TT)) = r16 T). 

Thiss means that the measurement is invariant with respect to rotation and translation, 
butt that the radius of the chosen circle strongly affects the value of the determinant. 
Forr example, choosing a circle which is twice as large, means that the distances 
betweenn the nodes in the local node set measured relative to the circle radius h 
wil ll  be twice as small, yielding r = 0.5. This wil l result in a determinant which 
iss (0.5)16 = 1.5 • 1 0 - 5 times as large. The determinants in Figure 4.2 are in ratio 
11 : 0.G1 : 0.13. 

AA good circle choice is the smallest enclosing circle of the given local node set, so 
thatt the determinant is maximal. From now on. we will use this choice and assume 
thatt the area in which we will use our approximation is inside the smallest enclosing' 
circle.. Actually, the solid circle in Figure 4.2 is the smallest enclosing circle. 

Ann algorithm for calculation of the smallest enclosing circle is described in [7]. 
whichh is a randomized incremental algorithm with an expected time complexity of 
linearr order in the number of' nodes in the local node set and hence is verv efficient. 
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4.2.44 Global approximation 

Inn the previous subsections a method for local function approximation is discussed. 
Heree we wil l use it for making a global approximation of a function, given an arbitrary 
sett of nodes in our global domain. The basic idea is to divide the domain into disjoint 
sub-domainss in which we use then the local approximation. 

Suchh a division can be made out of our set of nodes by calculating the related 
Voronoii  diagram [7], In such a diagram every node has its own Voronoi tile, which 
consistss of all points of the domain which are closer to the node associated with the 
til ee than to every other node of the node set. This wil l make all the tiles disjoint 
andd their union equal to K2 except for a set of which the points are equally close to 
twoo or more nodes. This set is called the Voronoi diagram. In the left picture of 
Figuree 4.3 the Voronoi diagram of a particular node set is shown. We wil l use the1 

unboundedd Voronoi diagram to make a division for our bounded domain by connecting 
alll  nodes which are on the boundary of the domain by straight lines. This gives us an 
approximationn of our domain which is of second order (with respect to integrals) in 
thee distance between the nodes on the boundaries in case the boundaries are curved. 
Thee right picture of Figure 4..'5 shows the division of the domain. 

Figuree 4.3: Voronoi diagram of the node set and the domain decomposition based on 
it . . 

Noww for all the Voronoi tiles we have a local approximation giving us a global 
approximationn in our domain except for the Voronoi diagram, which is of measure zero 
andd therefore irrelevant, because we wil l use the global approximation for evaluating 
integrals. . 

Find in gg ne ighbor ing nodes 

Forr finding the local approximation in a Voronoi til e a local set of nodes has to be 
found.. Using the diagram, we can define nodes to be neighbors if and only if their 
Voronoii  tiles have a common Voronoi edge of the diagram. In this way we can find 
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aa ring of neighbors of a node and also a second ring of neighbors of neighbors of a 
node.. Proceeding until we have at least the number of neighbors we need, which is 
minimallyy six nodes in case of six basis functions, and the determinant det(-BD) 
iss above some threshold, wil l result in the local node sot. 

Globall  app rox ima t io n mapp ing 

Wee are now ready to define a mapping which wil l map a function defined on the set 
off  nodes A^ into the space L](Q). where O is our domain. This mapping wil l be used 
inn the subsequent section on the discretization of the PDE. Wo define the mapping 
F.y:: M'^ —»• L1^}) such that for a given node function f £ IRA . a tile 11,- and its local 
approximationn put. we have F.y(f) = pn, in tile i},. This defines F\-(f ) in every tile 
(jff the domain. What is left is the Voronoi diagram, which is a set with measure zero 
andd because functions that differ on a set of zero measure1 are identical in Ll. the 
definitionn is complete. 

Iff we define also a restriction map G\ - : C 1 ({})  —• E A by G A ' ( » ) = v\y (pomtwise 
restriction),, we can write for an arbitrary function a 6 C3(S2). and ft defined as the 
maximall radius of all circles used in the local approximation. 

| | u - F y o G A ' ( u ) | UU <Kh\ (4.12) 

forr /; small enough and where K is some positive constant. In a similar way we have 
forr i = 1.2. 

\\diu\\diu - t),(Fv- o GA-(u))\U < K'h2. (4.13) 

4.33 Discretization of the PDE 

Too discretize the PDE problem we will formulate it as a minimization problem and 
usee the approximation technique from the previous section to end up with a discrete1 

minimizationn problem. We then consider the solvability of the linear system that has 
too be solved for finding the minimum. 

4.3.11 Minimization problem 

Wee will consider the elliptic problem 

((IA((IA - K)H + ƒ = (). x e Q. 

Vww • n = 0. x e 0Ü. 

file:////diu
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withh tf, K > 0 and ƒ G L2(Vt). This boundary value problem can be written as the 
variationall  problem 

(( K[w]=A(w.w)-L(f.w). 

K\u]K\u]  = min K\w}. with < 
u-e//1 1 ,4.15) ) 

A(v.w)A(v.w) = / | dVr • Vu.' + ^KVW dx, 

£(ƒ,«>)) = ƒ / u ^ r , 
II Jo. 

(4.16) ) 

whichh can be found in textbooks on elliptic PDEs, for example [14]. 
Too find a numerical solution of the minimization problem we will calculate first 

ann approximation of the integral for a given node function w G RN. We do this by 
pluggingg Fy[w] and FAr[f] into integrals A(w.w) and L(f.w) of (4.15). where we 
definee f = Gj\r(f). yielding 

4(F[w].F[w])) = / ^ /V(F[w])-V(F[w]) + iKF[w]2dx. 

L(F[f].F[w])) - I F[f]F[w]dx. 

wrheree we have dropped the subscript M for convenience. In order to write 

I w
T i ww = A(F[w].F[w]) and fTZw - L(F[f], F[w]). 

forr certain matrices A and L, we define linear operators Pt: RN —> Rn> , such that for 
ann arbitrary node function w G RN, P*w G Rn' equals the node function restricted 
too N't (with the ordering inherited from J\f). 

Iff we denote .A/) = {xj xj,. }. and define the matrix P? = (b(x^)j . . . | b (x^) ) . 
wee can write the least squares approximation PQ. [w] on Q, as 

m [ w ] ( x )) = [(BiBfr'BiPiw]  • b(x). (4.17) 

Lett us write Bt = {BlBjylBl. so that we have pni[w](x) = P (P (w • b(x). Taking 
thee gradient of such a function will result in an expression like 

V(pn,.[w])(x)== K n r 
'Dff P (P,w • b(x)N 

KKD$BiPiWD$BiPiW • b(x), 

wheree Di,2 are the 6 x G-matrices defined in Section 4.2. yielding 

.4(F[w].F[w])) = V ƒ If/||V(A2,[w])||2 + iK(^,[w])2 . /x 

== Y. I \\d™TPlBj(pM*)b(x)TD] + £) 2b(x)b(x) rF» 2
r)P ?Pw 

++ i « wTP/ rB/ 'b(x)b(x)TB ? -P Iwl <ix. 
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Byy defining /p.. — [Q b(x)b(x)T ^/x. this can bo written as 

A(F[w].F[w] ) ) 

== èwT \YJPTBj(d{DlhllD{ + D2In,DÏ)+Kl ili )êiPi)vr 
\ t tt J (4-18) 

wheree we have written A//4 = ËJ ^{Dxh^Dj + D2IQ,DJ) + KIQ^B,. which is an 
n,n, x nz-niatrix. Therefore A = Y,?Li PfM^Pi- The Ar x AT-matrix PfM^P, is a 
largee sparse matrix with the entries of matrix M;A put at locations dependent on the 
locationn of the nodes A/Ï in the ordering' of jV. 

Inn a similar way we have that 

L(F[f].F[w] )) = fT r^pTBTl^BiPA w = fT (f^P^Mf^pA w. (4.19) 

implyingg L = X]/=i Bfln.Bi so that L has the same sparsity structure as A. Further, 
7f2,, is a symmetric matrix for every node i and therefore A and L are also symmetric. 
Ourr continuous minimization problem (4.15) has now been translated into a discrete 
minimizationn problem 

K[u]]  = min ^[wl . with K[w]  =  ̂ w T i w - f rLw . (4.20) 
w€R'v v 

4.3.22 Solving the discrete problem 

Iff  we assume that A is invertible, then we can rewrite A'[w] as 

A'[w]]  = ^(vr-A-1Lf)rA(w-A-1Lf) -ïTL2f. (4.21) 

Thee matrix A is positive semi-definite because vrAv ~ 2A(F[v}. F[v]) > 0. Being 
alsoo invertible would give positive-definiteness. which means that A'[w] is minimal for 
ww = u. with u = i - ] L f and A'[u] = - f r L 2f . 

Invert ibi l i t yy of A 

Iff  the linear function F: RA —-> L] (il) is inject ivo. meaning that dim(Im(F)) = A\ 
thenn A must be invertible. If so we can define a norm on RA by ||v|| = HF^H/ j . In 
finitefinite dimension this norm is equivalent to the standard norm ||-||2- meaning that there 
mustt be a constant C.\' > 0. such that for arbitrary v € MA . |F[v]||L i > Cv||v||2. 
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Thiss yields 

v T i vv = 2A(F[v]. F[v])  = 2 V / r/|VF[v][ 2 + KF[V\2 dx 
,, = 1 J»< 

> 2 h TT / F [ v ] 2dr > 2K I dx\\F[\]\\2
Ll > (2KC'\- I dx)vTv. 

j^Ju,j^Ju, Jn Ju 

Thereforee all eigenvalues of A are greater than zero and A is invertible. 
Inn this chapter we wil l take a practical approach and assume from now on that 

FF is infective (and do not examine under which conditions this is true.) If. given 
aa certain set of nodes, the choice of the local nodes sets is such that Mt consists of 
preciselyy 6 points and d e t (- D , BT ) / 0. then every local approximation multinomial 
iss the unique interpolation multinomial of the six nodes and their function values. In 
thiss case F wil l be certainly injective. In the cases we wil l consider, the number of 
nodess used in the local nodes sets wil l be slightly over 6 and we didn't encounter any 
non-invertt ible A. 

M e s h f r e e - n e ss s 

Att this point one could wonder whether we should call the method meshfree as the 
discretizationn involves Voronoi diagrams. Here we persist in classifying the method 
ass such, because the basic idea of the method is to build a discretization on an arbi-
traryy set of nodes, which is taken as start ing point because it wil l facilitate refinement 
aroundd the localized sources. Also, despite the use of Voronoi diagrams for the se-
lectionn of neighboring nodes, building local approximations around nodes does not 
needd a mesh in itself. There are other ways to define neighboring nodes of a certain 
node.. But having used the diagram for this purpose, it also perfectly serves to glue 
thee local approximations together to form a global approximation which is used to 
buildd the discrete operators. Clearly this last step makes that the method cannot be 
characterizedd as truly meshfree. although its main ideas are of meshfree nature. 

4.44 Practical considerations 

Inn this section we wil l treat some practical issues encountered in calculating and 
solvingg the discrete minimization problem. 

4.4.11 Calculation and storage of Voronoi diagrams 

Forr calculation of the Voronoi diagram we use the sweep algorithm of Fortune [11]. 
whichh has a complexity of ö{N\og N). Some code is available for this, but because 
wee need to store the result in some other way than just a list of edges, a new code 
hass been written, which uses the sweep-line algorithm but stores the diagram in a 
suitablee data structure which is called the "doubly-connected edge list'. 
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Inn such a data structure it is easy to find all neighboring edges, vertices and faces 
off  a face. Because in our case a face is just a Voronoi tile and every tile represents 
exactlyy one node, we can find neighboring nodes in this way and also a list of vertices, 
makingg up the polygon which describes the Voronoi tile of a node. The algorithms 
involvedd in finding these neighboring elements are of complexity O (-Y°). More on 
doubly-connectedd edge lists can be found in the book [7]. 

4.4.22 Integrals of multinomial s on polygons 

Whenn for a given nodi1 / the neighboring nodes are found we have to calculate the 
matricess {D.Bjy^B, in equation (4.17). To find the matrices il/,4 and /l/,L also the 
calculationn of 7Q; is required. 

Too see how this can be done we assume that we want to integrate a function 
ƒ:: R2 —> R. with f(x. y) ~ x"ym. on a polygon given by the points r,. j — 1 N. 
describingg in counter clockwise order the polygon il-,. (Here the Ar is different from 
thee one used earlier, which denoted the total number of nodes.) If we define 

F(x.y)F(x.y) = I » + i 1. V-F(x. y) = f(x.y). 

then,, by using Gauss" divergence theorem. 

// / r f x = f V-Fdx= j F(x)-n(x)r fx = V f F(x) • n ; rfx. 
•• 'n, -in, Jim, ~[ Jon' 

wheree dQj is the line segment r J r J + 1 for j < N. düf* = r ^ r i . and rij is the normal 
vectorr pointing outward. When using the parameterizations -\j•: [0.1] —> R2. with 
~ij(t)~ij(t) — Tj +tArj. where Ar, = r J + i - r3. we have ||7j-(f)|[ — [Ar,j| a i l (l n j = 
]j3Fjj [A.Vj- -AXJ}T- implying 

/«/(x)-n^=r( iii ^)-te)'" --
Consequently. . 

Arr i 

// xnym rfx = £ ~ ^ f (rl + tAx^HlJj + tAy^ <*t. 
•hi•hi ~T[ " + i Jo 

Alll entries of 7^. have this form and they differ only in the choice of rt and m. 

4.4.33 Solving the linear  system 

Oncee we have built the matrices A and L. using a sparse matrix structure, we have 
too solve the system 

i uu = Li. 
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Althoughh the matrices .4 and L are sparse, they do not have a band structure in 
general.. Due to the use of arbitrary nodes, the non-zero entries are actually scattered 
throughoutt the whole matrix. For solving the system by using an /.["-decomposition. 
itt would be advantageous to have a band structure, because then the number of 
non-zeross in the L and U matrices is also limited [16]. 

Fortunately,, the sweep-line algorithm for calculation of the Voronoi diagram makes 
usee of an ordering of the nodes that can be used here, because it renders our matrices 
intoo band structured matrices. The ordering is a lexicographical ordering, where the 
nodess are ordered on the basis of their coordinates such that 

(xi,yi)(xi,yi) < (2:2,2/2) " " *  Vi - 2/2 ci' -''i < -T-2 and t/l = y2. 

Becausee nodes used in a local approximation are close to each other, the matrices wil l 
havee the desired band structure after applying this ordering. In Figure 4.4 we see 
thee sparsity structure of the matrix A for the node set of the left picture, using the 
originall  ordering (middle picture) and the ordening used by the sweep-line algorithm 
(rightt picture). In the original ordering the interior points are chosen randomly, while 
thee boundary nodes are ordered along the boundary. This gives the pattern in the 
matr ixx as can be seen in the middle picture. 

1 1 

0.5 5 

0 0 

-0.5 5 

- 1 _ _ 
-11 -0.5 0 0.5 1 0 100 200 0 100 200 

Figuree 4.4: (Left) Node set A/" consisting of 257 nodes. (Middle) Sparsity structure 
off  A and L with original ordering of AA (Right) Sparsity structure of A and L with 
orderingg of A used by the Voronoi diagram calculation. The number of non-zero 
entriess equals 5409. 

4.55 Choosing nodes in the domain 
Inn this section we wil l discuss an algorithm for choosing nodes in the domain. As 
saidd in the introduction we wil l work with very diverse domain geometries. Start ing 
withh a domain of which the boundary is piecewise smooth and which could have some 
holes,, we need to put nodes in its interior and on the boundary. 

Put t ingg nodes on the boundary is relatively easy if we assume that the boundary 
iss given by some parametrization. Given a number of nodes, we can distribute1 them 
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overr the boundary, possibly taking into account the curvature, so that to regions with 
highh curvature comparatively many nodes are being assigned. 

Too put nodes in the interior is harder because testing whether a node is inside 
orr outside a certain domain can be expensive in case of complicated geometries. For 
example,, the method decribed in [15] requires that for every node an integral over the 
boundaryy has to be calculated. This seems to be expensive if some kind of adaptation 
iss involved and for every time step a new set of nodes is needed. Aside from this 
problem,, there is also the problem of making a distribution of nodes that suits well 
functionn approximation and solving PDEs. As it turns out. the set of nodes one gets 
byy randomly distributing points into a domain will show a lot of clustering, which 
iss not optimal for function approximation and which will give also ill-conditioning 
problemss when used for solving PDEs. Another issue is that we want to be able 
too impose some variation in the local node density, so that sufficiently many nodes 
aree used in the neighborhoods of sources and on the boundaries and fewer at some 
distancee of them. 

4.5.11 Lloyd's method 

Wee will now discuss an algorithm to put nodes into the interior, assuming that there 
aree nodes placed on the boundary already. The boundary nodes are connected by 
straightt lines, transforming our domain into one which has a polygonal boundary. 
Thee first step is to find a rectangular region which lies entirely in the interior of the 
domain.. The user of the algorithm has to find it by inspection of the domain. 

Inn this rectangular region nodes are assigned in an arbitrary way. The rest of the 
algorithmm consists of an alternating sequence of the following two steps. 

Stepp 1. Calculation of the Voronoi diagram. Given the set of nodes, calculate the 
Voronoii  diagram. The tiles Q{ at the boundaries are cut off by the straight lines 
connectingg the boundary nodes. This results in a tessellation of the polygonal domain, 
inn which every tile has one node in it. An example has been shown in Figure 4.3. D 

Stepp 2. Node replacement using mass centroids. Given the tessellation of the domain, 
shiftt every node to the mass centroid of the tile it is in. except for the nodes on the 
boundary.. The mass centroid of a tile fi;  is defined as 

fr-,, x <7x 
centroidd •Jilj 

Whilee alternating these steps the boundary nodes stay on the boundary and the 
interiorr nodes stay in the interior. The boundary nodes are fixed and thus also the 
polygonall  boundary. 

Thiss algorithm is called Lloyd's method and more about it can be found in [10]. 
Thee basic idea behind it is that it tries to make all tiles equally large and spreads out 
alll  nodes into the domain while avoiding clustering. One might wonder whether the 
iterationn converges or if the possibility exists that it will will run into some cycle. To 
makee this somewhat clearer, we have the following theorem. 
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Theoremm 2. Suppose we are given an arbitrary disjoint node set {x.t, i — 1 N} 
whichwhich is hounded by a piecewise linear boundary, consisting of a part o/{x, }  connected 
byby straight lines. Then any step in the alternating sequence of calculation of Voronoi 
diagramsdiagrams and node replacement using mass centroids minimizes the functional 

N N 

F({x,},{a} )) = T [ Hx i - x fdx . (4.22) 

wherewhere {fli.i  = 1 N} is a tiling, such that x, G Ï), for all i = 1 N. Step 1 
chooseschooses Qt to minimize (4.22) for fixed x*  and step 2 chooses X; to minimize (4.22) 
forfor fixed i}t. 

Proof.. Denote the set bounded by the piecewise linear boundary by T>. resulting in 
VV = Ujfij . 

StepStep 1: to prove the assertion for the Voronoi diagram calculation step, we consider 
ann arbitrary x £ V. Clearly, the contribution of the area around this point to the 
functionall  is determined by the value | | x -x , | |2. where x, is some node of TV. The fact 
thatt ||x — Xj|| is minimal over all i = 1 N by definition of the Voronoi diagram, 
makess that ||x - x,y2 is also minimal. Because this can be done for arbitrary x € X>, 
thee functional is minimal over all possible tessellations of T>. 

StepStep 2: the assertion can be proved by considering Jn ||z — x| |2dx for a tile fi; 
andd some arbitrary z € IR2. To minimize the integral we can set the gradient with 
respectt to z equal to zero. This results in 

// ( z - x ) dx = 0 => 7 , . (4.23) 
Jn,Jn, JQi d* 

whichh is exactly the definition of the mass centroid. • 
Accordingg to the theorem both steps minimize F({x,}. {fïj-}) and therefore during 

thee alternating procedure F({x,;}. {J7,}) will be non-increasing. Also, the functional 
iss bounded from below, making the sequence of F({x ;}. {f£,}) convergent. As a result 
noo cycling can occur but on the other hand convergence of the node set {x2} itself 
iss not guaranteed and the found minimal value of F does not need to be a global 
minimizer.. In Figure 4.5 some iterations are shown of a node choosing process which 
resultedd after 200 iterations in the node set shown in the first picture of Figure 4.4. 

4.5.22 Adjusting local node density 

Whenn using the method of the previous subsection we can get node distributions 
wheree neighboring nodes are on a more or less constant distance from each other. To 
imposee some variation in local node density we can use a more general version of the 
algorithmm which makes use of a density function in the evaluation of the centroids [10]. 
Wee take a different approach where after replacement of the nodes by the calculated 
centroidss in step 2. we shift them a little. This shift is in the direction where a higher 
concentrationn of nodes is needed. 
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Figuree 4.5: A node set at the start, after 10 iterations, and after 100 iterations. 

Thiss procedure takes into account that variations in node density should be smooth 
ratherr than abrupt. The size of the shift is taken proport ional to the size of the til e 
withh respect to the direction of the shift, yielding that the node stays inside the tile. 
Thee direction of the shift is determined by at t ract ing neighboring nodes. Given node 
ii  and attract ing neighboring nodes j . the direction wil l be close to 5Z,(X ; ~ x i ) - The 
calculationn of the shift follows the step of the replacement of the nodes to their mass 
centroids.. To make it more precise we wil l now give a detailed description of the 
shiftingg step. 

S t epp 3. Node replacement by applying the shift. Given the til e fij, a set of vertices 
{y_/}}  and a set of at t ract ing neighbors {x, t } . first calculate the at tract ing direction 
vv = X f̂c(x»fc ~ x ' ) - Second, determine the minimal and maximal vertices with respect 
too this direction, i.e.. ym; n minimizes and y m ax maximizes y ; • v. Third, transform 
thee tile using a transformation (£.//) —> (x ,y) , 

1 1 

vv • v 
- i ' 2 2 ( y , n mm + ^ lOg ( £ ) ( y m a x ~ Ynnu)) 

'I 'I 
(4.24) ) 

wheree c > 0 is some constant determining the shift size with respect to the tile size. 
Finally,, for the transformed tile the mass centroid is calculated and the result is 
transformedd back, using the inverse transformation, to give the new location of the 
node.. • 

Figuree 4.6 illustrates the process of calculating the shift for an example tile, in
cludingg the transformation involved. Here c = '2 and the direction of v is given by the 
arroww in the second picture. The first picture shows the tik- and its mass centroid. 
Thee second picture adds the coordinate frame of the transformation, while the third 
picturee displays the1 tile in the transformed coordinate system and its mass centroid 
withh respect to this system. The last picture shows the tile with the original mass 
centroidd and the shifted point. 
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Figuree 4.6: Shift calculation by transformation of the til e 

At t rac t in gg ne ighbor ing nodes 

Too determine how the nodes attract each other all nodes are classified by some integer 
value.. Attract ion can than be implemented by defining the attract ing neighboring 
nodess of a node as the neighbors that have a integer value which is higher than their 
ownn integer value. 

Figure11 4.7: Example of refinement near the boundary 

Letss us for example assume that we would like to have refinement near the bound-
ary.. Them all boundary nodes could be classified by 2. all neighbors of boundary 
nodess by I . and the rest by 0. By cycling through the steps: I. calculation of the 
Voronoii  diagram. 2. giving every node a type. 3. calculation of mass centroids. 4. 
calculationn of shifts, the global nodes would gradually change in a node set which 
hass some refinement near the boundary. The parameter c specifies the maximal spa-
tiallyy decay in the distances between the nodes in a refinement area. The number of 
differentt types specifies the size of a refinement area. 

Inn Figure 4.7 a refinement near the boundary is achieved by classifying boundary 
nodess as 3. their neighbors as 2 and their neighbors' neighbors as 1. 
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Standardd meshing algorithm s 

Onee might wonder how the node choosing algorithm described here compares to 
standardd FEM meshing algorithms, like for example the algorithms implemented in 
Shewchnk*ss software package Triangle [41]. There. Delaunay triangulation algorithms 
aree being used together with rules on how to deal with holes and how to ensure certain 
anglee and area properties of the produced triangles. Our method seems conceptually 
simplerr than such a method, especially when also some kind of adaptivity is involved. 

Althoughh we could use software like Triangle with a standard FEM approach for 
ourr problems, we are searching for a method that is focussed on the presence of 
movingg sources, which requires a well-defined form of adaptivity. The combination of 
thee described meshfree method and node choosing algorithm results in a method that 
givess refinement around the sources in a relatively straightforward way and provides 
adaptivityy at the same time. While meshing algorithms need besides their refinement 
techniquess also rules that specify how coarsening takes place in case of adaptivity. this 
methodd moves the nodes along with the1 moving sources ensuring refinement around 
eachh of them during the process. How our method compares to standard meshing 
algorithmss from the perspective of efficiency is an object of current research. 

4.66 Numerical tests 

Inn this section we will carry out two numerical tests. We will start with a convergence 
testt on the unit circle where we use a uniform distribution of nodes. I.e., after inserting 
thee nodes randomly in the domain we use the iteration procedure from Section 4.5 
withh a constant node density. We calculate the solution of the elliptic problem (4.14) 
forr the source function 

f(r.9)f(r.9) = r (7rf^ 4) cos(i7rr)((7r2 + l)rcos(lTrr) +7rsin(l7rr)). 

withh r and 0 polar coordinates. With D = 1 and K = 1 the exact solution is 

a ( r . ^ ) ^ - ^1 ( 2 c o s2 ( i 7 r r )) + 7r2). 

Figuree 4.8 shows both the source function (left) and the solution (right). 
Forr the test the solution is calculated thirty times. The number of nodes is in-

creasedd every time, such that the maximal distance between two neighboring nodes Amax 

wil ll  vary gradually between 0.2 and 0.02. The maximal local radius h. used in the 
convergencee analysis, will be around twice this distance and will therefore also change 
withh a factor 10. The number of nodes used varies between 106 and 922G. 

Forr each numerical solution we computed the error e = un um — uc.XiU-t. its L -norm 
||e||L22 = (eTLe)1 / /2. and its maximum error | |e j | .̂ Figure 4.9 shows the results of 
thee test and both errors display a second order convergence. 

Inn the second test we calculate the solution of equation (4.14). where the domain 
iss the unit circle with a hole in it. The source function is formed by two narrow peaks 
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Figuree 4.8: source function and solution of equation (4.1 1) 
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somewheree in the domain. The peaks are circle symmetric with a circular support of 
radiuss of ( = 0.02. inside of which they are given by 

f(r-o) f(r-o) 
--

£ 2 ( ^ 2 - 4) ) 
cos-- {wnr). 

wit hh (r. o) being polar coordinates centered at the location of the peak. Again we 
takee D = 1 and K = 1. 

Thee refinement strategy is used to put a high concentration of nodes in the neigh-
borhoodd of the peaks and near the boundaries. With 1890 nodes in total this yields 
thee left picture in Figure 4.10. The right picture shows a magnification around the 
supportt of one of the peaks. In such a circular support 70 nodes are being used. 
Too determine the nodes, first the nodes for the peaks and the boundary nodes are 
determined,, after which they are fixed. Then the other nodes are added and the 
nodee shifting iterations are done. Here» the nodes for the peaks are surrounded with 
eightt rings of attract ing nodes, while for the boundaries three and five rings are used, 
respectively.. In Figure 4.11 the numerical solution is shown. For the integral of the 
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Figuree 4.10: (Left) Node distribution. (Right) Refinement around one of the peaks. 

solutionn we have 

[[  u(x)dx= / / ( x ) d x = 2. 
Jo,Jo, J ii 

AA second order approximation of this integral is l r I u = 1.9875. where 1 is a vector 
whosee entries are all equal to 1. To fill  the domain with nodes such that the node 
densityy would be equal to the node density as it is in the peak support, would require 
overr 100.000 nodes. We did a similar experiment with peak widths ten times as small 
ass in the test under consideration, but with the same number of nodes. With the 
numberr of rings of attract ing nodes changed from 8 to Li . the result was l' Lu = 1.96. 
Inn that case a node distribution with a uniform node density would require over 10 
millio nn nodes. 
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Figuree 4.11: Numerically computed peaks 

4.77 Summary 

Inn this chapter we developed a meshfree method for solving time-discrete diffusion 
equationss that arise in equation systems used in models from brain research. Impor-
tantt criteria for a suitable method are flexibilit y with respect to domain geometry and 
easyy refinement possibilities. Both criteria are met when using a meshfree method. 
Thee two main results of this chapter are a meshfree1 discretization of the modified 
Helmholtzz operator and a node choosing algorithm that allows for easy placement of 
nodess into a given domain while varying node density. Both the discretization and 
thee node choosing algorithm use a Voronoi diagram based on the given node set. 

Thee meshfree discretization uses a Voronoi diagram for finding neighboring nodes 
off  a node and for approximation of an integral on the domain. It is based on a local 
leastt squares approximation and the minimization problem in / / ' that is related to 
thee modified Helmholtz equation in combination with the boundary conditions. The 
minimizationn problem is discretized by using node functions instead of elements of 
ƒƒ'.. The node choosing algorithm uses a Voronoi diagram for shifting nodes in the 
rightt direction. Here the final node distribution tends to be optimal in a certain sense. 
Duringg the algorithm the nodes repel each other, thereby resulting in some kind of 
uniformity. . 

Thee local least squares approximation underlying the discretization uses a finite 
numberr of nodes, called the local node set, to determine a local approximation of a 
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function.. Its convergence in the maximum norm is of second order in the diameter of 
thee local node set, provided that the quality of this set is sufficient. Here the quality 
iss being measured by a determinant based on the set. Numerical experiments show 
that,, when using the node choosing algorithm, the numerical solution of the diffusion 
equationn converges in second order in the maximal diameter of all used local node 
sets. . 

Ann example has been given to show the domain flexibilit y and refinement possi-
bilitiess of the node choosing algorithm. Here the method is applied to the modified 
Helmholtzz equation on a circular domain with a hole in it and a source function with 
veryy small support compared to the domain. 


